The product life cycle
in partnership
We work in partnership with our suppliers throughout
the entire product life cycle – from support during the
design phase including prototype conception, preseries and full scale production through to the supply
of spare parts.
Along with our partners, we can provide seamless
support for our customers.

We like complex parts
and short series

Design support during initial product development is provided.
Conversion of machine drawings to casting drawings or suggestions on how to design a part for optimized casting and subsequent
processing can help to keep the total manufacturing/production
cost down.

We have done so since 1971 and it is an interest
that brings rewarding challenges every day.

Prototypes/preseries. We help you design/conceptualise your
prototype, which we deliver within a few weeks. Larger parts will
be machined from solid material.

We know that many of our colleagues in the business don’t like complex parts because they are
more demanding – but we love them.
We started our business in the middle of the 1950s when the
plaster moulding method was imported to Sweden from the
US. Hackås Precisionsgjuteri AB, HPG, was established in
1971 and since then we have become one of Northern Europe’s
leading suppliers of precision cast aluminium parts in small and
medium-sized series.
Plaster mould casting is a method that makes it possible
to cast almost anything. In terms of volume, the method is
suitable for anything from a few to some 2000 parts per year,
depending on their size and complexity. When it comes to low
volume series, traditional limitations like undercuts and backdraft can be disregarded.
You can bring complex parts to us. Thanks to a high surface finish and close tolerances, our casting method can be used
in many different applications, from small intricate healthcare
parts to large parts for the military industry.

Precision casting. We build a pattern in aluminium or plastic, which will then be covered with a reinforced fibreglass plaster. When the pattern is removed, we have a plaster mould with a
very high surface finish, ready to cast complex aluminium parts.
You will receive your first delivery within 5-6 weeks including the
building of the pattern.
Die casting. Along with our partners in Sweden and abroad, we
can offer medium to high volume series with cost-effective pattern
solutions and low cost production.
Spare part supply. At the end of a die cast product’s life cycle, there is a need for low volume spare part supply. Here, plaster
mould casting is the obvious choice.
Finished components. There is an increasing demand from
our customers to receive “ready to fit” components, we have our
own CNC machining, part assembly and heat treatment facilities.
We take care of external processes such as surface treatments and
coatings as well.

Almost anything is possible
with plaster mould casting
• Design freedom
• Thin sections, down to 0.8 mm
• Undercuts and backdraft
• Close tolerances, less machining
• Finished sealing grooves and inner channels
• Integrated functions
• Quick and easy modification of patterns and moulds
• Piece weights from 10 g to 20 kg and more
• Alloys such as EN AC-42000, 42100, 44200
• Heat treatments
• Tolerances ISO 8062 CT6
• Surface finish Ra 4.8

…even the impossible
Do you need a small or medium-sized series of castings or to verify your
design ahead of a larger die cast series? Or do you simply have a part that is
complex? If so, precision mould casting is an optimal method.
As for the complex parts, we have a number of examples that really can’t be
cast – but we cast them anyway!
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